Year 6
Date 5.02.21
Morning Message
Good morning Year 6,
Congratulations on another wonderful week of home learning – we’re so proud of everything you’ve achieved so far!
This week is Children’s Mental Health Week. Your mental health is just as
important as your physical health, so we need to make sure we take good
care of it. Mrs Van der Schaff also prepared an important video for you to
watch – see second page.
Have a great weekend everyone and enjoy a well-deserved rest!
Miss Love, Ms Graham, Miss Ahad and Ms Tan

Writing
Well done for your excellent opening paragraphs to our Alma narrative! There were some outstanding examples of
descriptive and figurative language being used to convey mood and atmosphere – well done!
In today’s lesson, we are focusing on varying our sentence lengths and using repetition to emphasise points. Will your
writing make the reader stop and think? Will they develop a feeling of uncertainty and want to read on?

Reading
It’s fiction Friday Year 6!
Today we are going to read the first chapter of Nevermoor: this is an exciting tale about a
cursed child. Our lesson today will focus on key vocabulary taken from the text.
You can find the lesson here and a copy of the text here. Please ensure you complete both
the vocabulary activities and mark it!
Don’t forget to upload all of your great reading work onto Seesaw!

Mathematics
Good morning Year 6! It was wonderful to see all your excellent work with finding the area of triangles yesterday.
How impressive!
Today we are going to move on to find the area of a parallelogram. Please make sure you are watching the video
carefully and attempting to answer all of the questions. As usual, all questions can be found on the video, but if you
prefer, you can access them on this worksheet here.
Please make sure all maths work is completed on paper, preferably squared. Remember, if you need to collect some
paper from the school office there are books of squared paper for you to collect
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PSHE & Computing
PSHE: Mental Health Week
As we are celebrating Children’s Mental Health Week, Mrs Van der Schaff has prepared a short video
message for you.
Click here to watch the video and here for the task sheet.
Watch this virtual assembly with CBBC presenter Rhys Stephenson alongside some other special well-known faces,
celebrating this year’s theme of ‘Express Yourselves’.

Computing
Please watch today’s video computing on how to create a Grammar quiz on Purple Mash. Please use Text
Toolkit and Cloze on Purple Mash and make 3 questions using each software – so 6 in total.
Important: Please remember to share your quiz on the display board for Grammar quizzes
Music
In music today we are studying the piece Symphony by Ravi Shankar and creating a photographic art piece
to it! Watch Miss Webster here for more instructions.

Book Club, Question for the Day and Creative Challenge
Please watch this story time video of the rest of a chapter in the Explorer –
remember to listen carefully so you can answer the question of the day: What are
the children building and what are they planning on doing with it?
Creative challenge: If you want, create a model of or draw a picture (using colours if
you can) of the thing the children are constructing in the chapter Ms Tan reads in the
story time video above. You can also draw the characters:
Fred, Lila, Max and Con.

Weekly Spellings
Please do the spelling test using this video of Ms Tan reading out the spellings. Remember to put
your spelling words away during the test. All you need is a pen and paper. Good luck!

